Cammack Ranch Supply
PO Box 100
Union Center, SD 57787
605-985-5591
605-985-5593(Fax)
www.cammackranchsupply.com

2019 Ranch Rodeo
Forms & Rules
Wednesday, August 14, 2019
Meeting @ 2:15 pm - Calcutta @ 2:30 pm - Ranch Rodeo to Follow Calcutta

Arena Northeast of Cammack Ranch Supply Store
$200/Team Entry Fee
st
1 12 Teams Entered & Paid
Events
The first event is the Range Doctoring, Stray Gathering and Steer Loading. Each team will have three head of livestock
turned out in the arena. Each team must complete all three tasks within a 5 minute time limit. This does not have to be
done in any particular order, they just all have to be completed in less than 5 minutes. Flagger will start the time when
any team member crosses the line. Each steer must be used.
Range Doctoring – Team must head and heel cow, then laid on either rib, doctor cow with a paint stick and then take
the ropes off of the cow. Ropes MUST be removed for a qualified time.
Stray Gathering - Team must head and heel a steer, and then you have to tie the steer with two or three legs. There
must be at least one front leg and one hind leg crossed in the tie. Once the steer is tied, it must remain tied for 6
seconds. If the steer becomes untied, that will result in a no time.
Trailer Loading – The trailer will be parked in the arena, and the team must sort and load steer (can’t be same steer
used in Range Doctoring) into the trailer. No horse will be allowed in the trailer. Cattle can be pushed or pulled into
trailer. Gate latch must be shut and latched in order to have a qualified time.
The second event will be the Rope/Mug/Tie. All members of the team will be horseback. Steers will be at other end of
arena. When you cross the line, a number will be called and you must sort out that numbered steer. No other steers
may cross the line before your numbered one (after yours crosses, others may cross the line with no penalty). The steer
must cross the line and then be roped by one of the 3 legal head catches; horns, half head, or whole head. Steer doesn’t
have to remain on south side of line to be roped. Once the steer is caught, one of the muggers mugs the steer and then
the steer must be tied by 3 legs. Steer must remain tied for 6 seconds. There will be a two minute time limit.
The third event will be the team branding. There will be two ropers from each team, one mugger, and one brander.
Two teams will go at one time, and there will be two steers in the arena. The ropers must be behind the line, until the
flagger drops his flag. The steer must be headed (by a legal head catch) and heeled. Then the heading rope is taken off
and put around the front two feet by the mugger and if heeler only roped a leg, it has to be around both back legs.
The brander cannot leave the branding circle until the steer is headed and heeled, he can help mug steer down, and
then he must brand the steer and race the iron back to the ‘fire’, which will signal time. There will be a 3 minute time
limit.
Any excessive abuse of cattle will result in a no time – will be judges call!!!
Rules and regulations will be discussed at Contestants Meeting before the Calcutta!

Cammack Ranch Supply
PO Box 100
Union Center, SD 57787
605-985-5591
605-985-5593(Fax)
www.cammackranchsupply.com

Entry Fee: $200/Team – Must Accompany Application
1st 12 Teams Entered & Paid
Team Sponsor: (not required)________________________________________________
Team Captain: ______________________________________________________
Captain’s Address: ___________________________________________________
City: _______________________________State:_________Zip:______________
Captain’s Phone#:____________________________________________________

-----------------------------Team Members-----------------------------

1. (Captain): __________________________________________________________
2: ________________________________________________________________
3: ________________________________________________________________
4: ________________________________________________________________
Please read the attached rules and be prepared to sign a waiver and
release of liability and indemnity agreement at Ranch Rodeo Check-In.

Mail Entry Form & Fees To:
Cammack Ranch Supply
Attn: Melissa
PO Box 100
Union Center, SD 57787

